Year 5 Term Two Overview
Religion
Unit 1: The Spirit Frees (Confirmation)
You can help your child during this unit by: praising them for the
times they make responsible decisions to do what is good,
sharing memories/photographs/certificates of your own
Confirmation, asking for the Spirit’s help to make thoughtful and
responsible choices to do good or sharing with them how rules
and laws can help people become more responsible.

Unit 2: We Are Called (Baptism)
You can help your child during this unit by: discussing with your
child the gifts and talents they have and the vocation these
may lead towards, listing various ways family members work
and sharing your memories of your child’s Baptism or the
Baptism of a relative or family friend.

*Year 5 will present the Pentecost Prayer
Liturgy Friday, 18th May, in the undercover
area.

Health
Protective behaviours focus: Relationships (rights
and responsibilities, identity and relationships,
power in relationships and trust and networks).
Personal, social and community health: skills and
strategies to establish and manage relationships
over time, and exploring ways in which
inappropriate emotional responses impact on
relationships.

SPECIALIST TIMES
Tuesday:
Sport (11am-11:35am) & Italian (12pm-1pm)
Wednesday:
Innovation (9:40am-10:40am), Science (12pm1pm), Library (2:40pm)
Thursday:
Music (9:15am-10:05am) & Sport (1:45pm-2:25pm)

English
Reading
Novel study: Rowan of Rin by Emily Rodda
Through our novel study, we will explore how
language features impact the development and
opinions of characters, settings and events. Our
comprehension focus will be on questioning,
finding details and extended written answers.
Writing
Students will continue to develop their
understanding of grammar and practice using a
variety of sentence types to create correctly
structured paragraphs, in a variety of genre.

H.A.S.S
History: Shaping of the Swan River Colony
The students will present their learning by
creating a ‘WA Museum’. Stay tuned for your
invitations to the grand opening!
Civics & Citizenship: Exploring the voting
system and the values that underpin the
Australian democratic government system.

ART
Exploring a variety of artists for inspiration to
create artworks that include: shape, colour,
line, space, texture and value.

Mathematics
Students will work on refining their skills to solve
problems involving the four operations, and
applying strategies to check the reasonableness
of their answers.
In Measurement, students will calculate the
length, area and volume of selected 2-D and 3-D
shapes and will apply this knowledge to various
projects.
Students will continue working through Think
Mentals to consolidate mental computation
strategies and daily times tables and facts
practice.

Technologies
Digital Technologies: Students will create design
solutions for a user interface. This will include
designing, following and representing
diagrammatically a simple sequence of steps
(algorithms), involving branching (decisions) and
iteration (repetition), implementing and using
simple programming.
Task: Design a Mathematical quiz using KeyNote.

Events
Tue. & Thu. Morning: Cross Country Training, 8:45am-9:15am

04/05/18: Year 5 Assembly:
11/05/18: Mother’s Day Mass
11/05/18 & 28/05/18: Winter Sports,

1pm – 2:30pm

18/05/18: Pentecost Prayer Liturgy (Year 5)
24/05/18: Cross Country
08/06/18: Sacred Heart Mass

